Extraordinary quality. Unmatched craftsmanship.

www.studionisho.com
2828 N. Speer Blvd
Denver, CO 80211
Fired Elegance
An exquisitely handcrafted, concrete fire collection that exudes form, function, and fashion for your favorite outdoor spaces.

Nisho is comprised out of glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC), which consists of high strength alkali-resistant glass fiber that are embedded into the concrete matrix.

The CROSSFIRE™ Brass Burner by Warming Trends is a distinctive fire pit burner that utilizes cutting-edge technology to produce a taller, brighter, fuller flame.

FINISHES
- Birch
- Smoke
- Carbon

MEDIA
- Lava rock
- Ceramic orbs *not included
- Brass burners

Nisho is comprised out of glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC), which consists of high strength alkali-resistant glass fiber that are embedded into the concrete matrix.